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THE IMPORTANCE OF VOCABULARY SIZE IN TREINING HIGHER EDUCATION PROFESSIONALS 

Silvia BOGDAN,  
Alecu Russo State University of Bălţi  

“Vocabulary instruction is most effective, and is most likely to influence students’ 
comprehension, when it is rich, deep, and extended” (McKeown and Beck). 

Rezumat: Prezentul articol abordează ideea structurii şi constituirii vocabularului limbii engleze în acord cu cerinţele curriculumui actual şi ale pieţei 
muncii. Luînd în consideraţie faptul că competenţa comunicativă este una dintre cerinţele de bază în acest caz, ea impune tinerilor specialişti cu studii 
superioare atît să recunoască şi să poată aplica un vocabular suficient în engleză pentru a putea comunica, cît şi abilităţi lexicale şi de lectură pentru a putea 
înţelege diferite semnificaţii ale unităţilor limbii în vorbirea orală şi scrisă. Unul dintre scopurile de bază ale acestui articol este prezentarea cuantificativă a 
vocabularului englez al absolvenţilor Facultăţii de Limbi şi Literaturi Străine a Universităţii de Stat „Alecu Russo” din Bălţi. 

Cuvinte-cheie: cuantificarea vocabularului, predare/învăţare, studii superioare, profesionişti. 

Abstract: The present article focuses on the English vocabulary building and acquisition as stated by the national curriculum and required by the 
current labour market. Given the fact that the communicative competence is in high demand on the labour market, this necessity requires young specialists 
with higher education training to possess sufficient productive and receptive vocabularies in English, and enough lexical and reading skills to be able to 
understand various meanings displayed in print and oral speech. Therefore, one of the major goals of the present article is to study the measures of the 
vocabulary size of the graduate students of A. Russo State University of Balti, Faculty of Foreign Languages and Literatures.  
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One of the most current and challenging issues in TEFL is closely connected with the second language vocabulary building and 
acquisition seen as the most significant part of a well-rounded education. The relevance of having a good vocabulary is constantly displayed 
in academic and work environments, as proficiency and adequacy of vocabulary are crucial for English language students for successful 
achievements in society. Therefore the present article aims at exploring the lexical dimension or the vocabulary size of the graduate students 
of Alecu Russo State University of Bălţi, Faculty of Foreign Languages and Literatures. 

My special interest in this topic has been motivated by several reasons: 
 Estimating students’ vocabulary size gives the possibility to English language teachers to realize when to switch to comprehension-

based rather than production-oriented instruction; 

 it also allows English language teachers to compare the difference rate between active and passive vocabularies.  
There has recently been a growing body of research in applied linguistics focusing on different attitudes towards vocabulary acquisition 

and the role it plays in developing word banks of “sight” and/or “hard” words62 from various reading materials students encounter during the 
whole period of their studies. Thus, one of the major tasks in the present article is to highlight the mutual relationship that exists between the 
vocabulary size and achievements in reading.  

Traditionally, reading is considered as the most essential part of the majority of language programs at all the levels. It helps students 
with word schemata, vocabulary building, content knowledge and familiarity with syntactic patterns, text genre knowledge and reading 
rates63. Most of the vocabulary that students acquire comes from an extensive reading background and academic ability, which, in turn, 
allows them to understand and memorize quite a sufficient amount of new words for fluent language use.  

Taking into account that vocabulary is considered a priority in language teaching, it should be assessed by teachers in some way to 
monitor the students’ progress in vocabulary growth. This current necessity is strictly dictated by the market requirements which demand 
from young specialists with higher education training to possess sufficient productive and receptive vocabularies, and enough lexical and 
reading competence to be able to grasp various word meanings displayed in print and oral speech. Moreover, these specialists should be 
able to develop these skills in their future students as well.  

From a pedagogical perspective, it is significant to be aware of how many words second language students know and how quickly they 
expand their target vocabularies so that they are able to read, produce and understand target discourse quite correctly. Therefore, this 
approach should not be regarded as a mechanical quantitative concern with the vocabulary knowledge due to the fact that second language 
acquisition researchers such as J. S. P. Nation, P. Meara, B. Laufer, J. Read, T. Cobb and J. Richard have underlined the importance of the 
vocabulary size for fluent language use. Moreover, these experts have demonstrated that the students’ competence in using a language is 
directly dependent on the amount of words they know, especially in the early stages of learning a second language. In view of the 
importance of the vocabulary size, P. Meara argues: “All other things being equal, learners with big vocabularies are more proficient in a 
wide range of language skills than learners with smaller vocabularies, and there is some evidence to support the view that vocabulary 
skills make a significant contribution to almost all aspects of L2 proficiency”64. 

This idea enjoys support among leading language experts who have concluded that measures of the vocabulary size are powerful 
predictors of reading comprehension and of other indices of linguistic competence.  

Nowadays applied language researchers have demonstrated the relevance of having a large vocabulary in order to cover and make sense 
of 95 % of lexical items in a text65. B. Laufer advocates the idea that lack of such a lexicon leads to poor text comprehension and the students 
are incapable of transferring their reading skills from their L1 to L266. J. S. P. Nation argues that a threshold of 95% of a student’s lexicon 
constitutes a “standard of minimally acceptable comprehension”67.  

It is always difficult at the beginning to establish precisely how wide the students’ basic working vocabulary in the first year of their 
studies is, though subsequent testing and reading experiences in different subjects give teachers certain ideas about the breadth or size and 
depth or quality of their students’ vocabulary knowledge. Consequently, it is possible to estimate and count the approximate number of 
words which they acquire in a steady manner every academic year while studying a second language.  

Based on the analysis of students’ vocabulary encountered in academic texts beginning with the first year of their studies till they 
graduate, we have obtained the following results displayed in the table below. Word counting statistics, enquiry and observation are among 
the research methods applied to determine more exact numbers: 

Year of 
study 

Vocabulary size of L2 students  
with the previous knowledge of English 

Vocabulary size of L2 students  
without the previous knowledge of English 

words Word-combinations Total Words Word-combinations Total 

I 1026 144 1170 2150 310 2460 

II 1147 463 1610 1055 348 1403 

III 2022 984 3006 1487 295 1782 

Total: 6770 Total: 5940 

                                                 
62http://www.prel.org/products/re_/ES0419.htm  
63Lems, K., Miller, L. et alt. Teaching Reading to English Language Learners. New York: The Guildford Press, 2010. P. 39. 
64http://www.lotpublications.nl/pu  
65Hedgcock, J., Ferris, D. Teaching Readers of English. Rutledge: Taylor and Francis, 2009. P. 298. 
66Laufer, B. and Nation, I.S.P. Vocabulary Size and Use: Lexical Richness in L2 Written Production // “Applied Linguistics”, vol. 16, 1995, P. 309. 
67Nation, I.S.P. Learning Vocabulary in another Language. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001. P. 147. 
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It should be mentioned that the number of words included in the table are approximate as they constitute the average amount of the 

vocabulary size of top second language students who have been under research. This vocabulary includes only the lists of words and word 

combinations that the students have come across while working with their basic textbooks in English (Practical Course of English, first year 

(2000); Practical Course of English, second year (1999); Practical Course of English, third year (2000) by V. D. Arakin), home reading and 

individual reading. In their turn, students have been divided into two groups: those who knew English before the university and those who 

had some elementary or no knowledge of English at all. The final year has been excluded from this research as the students under 

consideration are currently in the fourth year of their studies. 

As is seen, the results revealed in the above table are rather controversial. Thus, the vocabulary size rates attested in the first year of 

study are distinct due to the students’ different approaches to language learning. It is of interest to note that contrary to all the expected re-

sults, there is a tendency for second language students without the previous knowledge of English to deal with twice as much vocabulary 

than those with the previous knowledge of English when they are placed in equal language learning environments and conditions. The actual 

differences in the quantity of words are approximately 1290.  

The reason for such a discrepancy might actually be easily explained by the fact that students without the previous knowledge of 

English are more motivated to acquire new vocabulary to conform to the up-to-date syllabus and curricula, whereas learners with the pre-

vious knowledge of English are still using their existing vocabulary. 

Most vocabulary researchers assume that knowing 2000 words is enough to communicate daily. It is true in a way, though such a limi-

ted individual lexicon does not work well in specific professional domains which demand a good mastery of high-frequency vocabulary and 

of the specialized vocabulary required for the domain in question. The results for the first year show that our students have already developed 

certain lexical competence and they are able to apply it in everyday situations.  

Surprisingly, this tendency becomes somehow less obvious in the second year of their studies. Both groups of informants seem to have 

leveled the number of new words. However, students with the previous knowledge of English have registered a higher vocabulary size at that 

level. The vocabulary gap is 207. 

A similar tendency is typical of the third year students whose vocabulary size grows together with their academic ability to understand 

many lexical items from the context of the reading assignments. Students with the previous knowledge of English are again more successful 

and resourceful. The difference is 1224 words.  

It has been interesting to find out that the students' vocabulary size approximately doubles in the second and the third year of their 

studies as they become more aware of the current necessity of having a large vocabulary. Therefore, students increase their vocabularies 

either through incidental learning or intentional explicit instruction68.  
There is a general assumption among second language acquisition researchers that students who are able to make morphemic and 

contextual analysis of words have the potential to enlarge their vocabulary breadth and depth to a bigger extent. For example, W. Naggy and 
R. Anderson (1984) believe that “for every word a child learns, we estimate that there are an average of one to three additional related words 

that should also be understandable to the child”69. Thus, the numbers shown in the table are not the definitive ones. Students are far more 
capable of establishing the meaning of new lexical items from the given contexts.  

Another curious observation is connected with the idea that the number of words that the students acquire increases each year. It might 

be accounted by the fact that students start reading complex authentic literature in the target languages which they need to make sense of. 
According to P. Meara, the minimum language threshold for reading for pleasure ranges from 3000-5000 words70. Do our students achieve 

this threshold? Sometimes they do, especially, taking into account that the final year has not been included into the present study. 
 With reference to word-counts, P. Nation believes that knowing a word implies knowing automatically its word families71. According 

to the researcher, second language students can expand their vocabularies far beyond the level of 11,000 word families through reading 
combined with other vocabulary learning strategies. Jan H. Hulstijn72 holds the same view, emphasizing the idea that foreign students who 

read university texts need to have 10,000 to 11,000 word families at their disposal.  
This view on vocabulary acquisition may raise some important questions. First and foremost, what kind of vocabulary should the 

teachers instruct? How should the teachers cultivate word knowledge? How can extensive reading facilitate vocabulary acquisition and 
integrate it into literacy development? Drawing on the existing textbooks in the second through the twelfth grades that are used for learning 

English as a second language in our schools, one might conclude that an average school-leaver should know a little social and survival 
language (not much attention is given to this aspect of vocabulary), and a little more literary or popular scientific language (most of the 

textbooks heavily rely on literary texts and provide word building exercises to reinforce learners’ hard vocabulary).  
When comparing the vocabularies of an average undergraduate, who majors in English as a second language, with that of a graduate 

student, it is obvious that the difference is huge. Graduate students possess a bigger productive and active lexicon which is directly connected 
with their reading success, that is, they are familiar with such words and word families that are typical of family, weather, housing, shopping, 

choosing a career, education, medicine, movie industry, theater, arts, meals, holiday-making, sightseeing, travelling, books, sports and 
games, courts and trials and newspaper language; they make use of a certain amount of social and survival language and some of their 

existing collocations; and finally, they are aware of the differences between formal versus informal registers.  
As is seen, the focus in training higher education professionals, that is, future teachers, is still on literary and popular scientific language 

because teachers are trying to fulfill all the three major functions of language learning required by the national curriculum, and namely: to 

learn the language, learn about some areas of human knowledge through the language and learn about the language. Some more attention is 
given to the development of the academic language when students write their term and graduation papers.  

However, such an approach to vocabulary learning, and namely, the vital attention given to the development of the students’ vocabulary 
knowledge and their lexical competence, challenges current teachers, curriculum planners, program developers, organizers of staff deve-

lopment plans, especially taking into account that the number of practical hours provided for learning English as a second language at the 
university level has recently been reduced.  

As for some other solutions concerning the organization of the teaching process, teachers can apply a variety of methods to increase 
literacy and vocabulary building potential to ease vocabulary learning in a second language.  

Summing up the main points touched upon in the present article, it is possible to conclude the following: 

 It goes uncontested that vocabulary development is a fundamental goal for students in the early stages of a second language acquisition.  

 Increasing vocabulary breadth and depth should be among the first priorities in learning a second language.  

                                                 
68http://www.prel.org/products/re_/ES0419.htm  
69Nagy, W. and Anderson, R. How Many Words Are There in Printed School English? //“Reading Research Quarterly”, vol. 19, No.3, 1984, P. 304.  
70http://www.lotpublications.nl/pu 
71Nation, I.S.P. Learning Vocabulary in another Language. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001. P. 47. 
72Hulstijn, Jan; Hollander, Merel; Greidanus, Tine. Incidental Vocabulary Learning by Advanced Foreign Language Students: The Influence of Marginal 

Glosses, Dictionary Use, and Reoccurrence of Unknown Words //“The Modern Language Journal”, vol. 80, No 3, 1996, P. 327.  

http://www.lotpublications.nl/pu
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 Knowing students’ vocabulary size gets a window into how the word building process works and provides ideas and resources for 
classroom instruction. 

 There is a long established relationship between learning new words and the students’ reading experiences, as the development of 
vocabulary contributes to their reading success.  

 A rich and extensive vocabulary determines the students’ ability to comprehend written and oral texts and it leads to the development 
and maintenance of both lexical and reading skills.  

 Developing future teachers’ lexical competence draws more on literary and popular scientific rather than academic vocabularies, and 
less on social and survival lexicons.  

 A strong vocabulary is a key to success.  
In close, it is necessary to underline the idea that the focus on vocabulary acquisition should not be solely a quantitative one, as pro-

ficiency in a second language is not only conditioned by the vocabulary size. Second language students should be able to use their individual 
lexicons in various communicative situations and rely on some specific knowledge and accessibility of these words.  
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TRADUCEREA EUFEMISMELOR – DIFICULTĂŢILE VIITORULUI TRADUCĂTOR COMPETITIV PE PIAŢA MUNCII 
 

Translation of Euphemisms – Difficulties Faced by Future Competitive Translators in the Labor Market 
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Rezumat: Eufemismul este unul dintre obstacolele în traducere. În acest articol, abordăm, din perspectivă comparativă, problema traducerii 
eufemismelor, prezente în toate ramurile activităţii umane. Analiza comparativă a acestora ia în vizor nu doar asemănările dintre eufemismele prezente în 
română şi germană, ci şi obstacolele care apar în cazul traducerii lor dintr-o limbă în alta. Sînt vizate două planuri: cel lexical şi cel sintactic.  

Cuvinte-cheie: eufemism, traducere, analiză, echivalent. 
 

Abstract: The euphemism establishes one of the obstacles to the translation. This study bends over the problems which puts the translation of 
euphemisms in all the branches of the human activity. The contrastive analysis of the established comparable corpuses revealed not only the resemblances 
between the euphemisms strategies applied in Rumanian and in German, but also the obstacles susceptible to appear during the translation of the 
euphemisms. This analysis of the material in the books of translation allows identifying euphemistic equivalents on the lexical and syntactic plans. By means of 
the media texts (periodicals Timpul, Express and Spiegel), the students confront with the objective linguistic complexity appropriate for a language as it is 
anchored in a given cultural and civilization frame. 

Key-words: euphemism, translation, analysis, equivalent. 
 

„Traducerea este cea care transformă totul pentru a nu schimba nimic”.  

(Günter Grass) 
 

Schimbările profunde intervenite în viaţa socială au impus un nou tip de comunicare deschisă tuturor inovaţiilor lexicale. Observaţiile 
care urmează în articol se referă la corectitudinea politică cu atenţie specială exprimată prin eufemisme şi traducerea lor. Eufemismele 
datorită intenţiei de omisiune a anumitor informaţii cu scopul de menajare a unui grup social în minoritare sau de manipulare a lui, a devenit 
unul dintre mijloacele verbale cel mai des utilizate în comunicare. Expunerea conceptului de corectitudine politică [2, p. 34] ne-a sugerat 
ideea că nu numai în Germania, dar şi în Republica Moldova viitorii translatori, actualii studenţi vor avea nevoie de cercetări aprofundate în 
domeniul propus studierii noastre pentru a beneficia de un loc de muncă pe piaţa muncii. 

Alegerea acestui subiect este motivată prin numărul considerabil de eufemisme în ultimii ani în diverse domenii, prin valorile stilistice 
şi semantice dezvoltate, prin exprimarea tolerantă, voalată. Deşi analiza noastră este predominant lingvistică, nu vor lipsi precizări de ordin 
cultural, cu referire la specificul Republicii Moldova şi Germaniei. O asemenea abordare este cu atît mai necesară, cu cît mai mulţi studenţi 
azi absolvesc Facultatea de Limbi şi Literaturi Străine şi absolvenţii de mîine, care vor fi încadraţi în cîmpul muncii în calitate de traducători. 
Să revenim la citatul „Dezvoltarea activităţii de traducere are o dublă consecinţă: contribuie la apropierea culturilor, în special pentru 
popoarele care au ajuns la acelaşi nivel de dezvoltare, iar la rîndul ei această apropiere a culturilor duce la o apropiere a limbilor, ceea ce 
constituie premisa formării pe cale naturală a unei limbi unice. Pînă acolo însă este o distanţă destul de mare, iar în parcurgerea ei nu ne 
putem dispensa de traducere73”. Cu certitudine, orice traducere făcută din germană în română sau din română în germană, apropie o limbă de 
alta, o cultură de alta şi, astfel, pot fi comparate atît limbile din punct de vedere gramatical, cît şi lexical, evoluţia ambelor limbi, dar şi 
atitudinea vorbitorilor din ambele ţări despre tot ce ţine de tabu, interdicţii de limbaj etc. 

O mare parte din ceea ce se considera normă de-a lungul timpului şi-a schimbat deja comportamentul său în Moldova şi Germania, mai 
ales în temele actuale deschis folosite sexualitatea, igiena, frumuseţea, politica sau felul şi gradul de critică. Aceste teme sînt frecvente, de 

aceea este lesne ştiut că studentul trebuie să cunoască traducerea lexicului tabu, evitînd situaţiile neplăcute, folosind eufemisme, păstrînd 
funcţia lor de mascare sau de voalare, cum să le explice în cazul în care nu găseşte echivalentul în limba ţintă. E cunoscut faptul că în 
comunicările oficiale sînt folosite mijloacele eufemistice care, la rîndul lor, sînt evidenţiate prin intonaţie, pauză, cuvinte de serviciu aşa 
zisele, să nu zicem altfel, tocmai, ca să mă exprim corect, nu ştiu cum mai bine să zic, ca să nu zic direct, etc. În aşa mod, se încearcă ocoli-
rea la tot ceea ce ar ofensa, ar umili, ar incomoda.  

De la primele ore de limbă germană, deseori întîlnim eufemisme în compunerile studenţilor, ca de exemplu: Meine Mutter ist nicht mehr 
mit uns, sie hat uns für immer verlassen. Mama nu este cu noi, ne-a părăsit pentru totdeauna (în loc de ist gestorben, a murit), utilizat pentru 
a voala aspectul neplăcut. În exemplul următor, eufemismul apare din dorinţa de a masca situaţia neplăcută: Mein Vater kommt immer blau 
nach Hause sau Er ist gemeinschaftsunfähig în loc de „beat”. Eufemismele contribuie la ascunderea aspectelor defavorabile în familie (ceea 
ce am observat în exemplele de mai sus), dar şi în societate, exprimate în exemplele: „Die Großeltern sind sozial schwach und zudem sehr 
alt“ [E., 23.06.2008, p. 9]. „Acest ajutor financiar permite garantarea unui venit minim pentru fiecare familie vulnerabilă” [T., 11.03.2010, p. 2]. 

Un domeniu în care substituirea cu eufemisme este frecventă este cel al denumirilor de profesii: Mein Vater ist Gastarbeiter in Moskau 
în loc de „Fremdarbeiter” deci lucrător invitat în loc de „imigrant”. Meine Mutter ist Parkettkosmetikerin74 oder Bodenmasseuse. În limba ger-
mană întîlnim în acest domeniu ca şi în limba română75 eufemismele: Raumpflegerin pentru „Putzfrau”, Entbindungshelfer în loc de „männliche 

                                                 
73Mey, J.L. (ed.) Concise Encyclopedia of Pragmatics, Oxford, Elsevier, 1998, p. 504. 
74Mama mea este cosmeticiană de parchet sau masioză pentru podea. 
75Eufemismele stewardesă „însoţitoare de bord, Haarstylist frezer, bodyguard paznic”, office manager „secretară”, baby-sitter „dădacă” sînt frecvente în 

limba română şi sigur observate deja de studenţi. 


